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BACKGROUND 

Hardwood Range is one of fifteen Air National Guard (ANG) ranges throughout the United 
States (U.S.).  It is under the operational control of the ANG as part of the Combat Readiness 
Training Center (CRTC), Volk Field ANG Base, Wisconsin.  Hardwood Range occupies 
approximately 7,263 acres of state-owned land from the State of Wisconsin Department of 
Military Affairs.  It is located near the town of Finley, approximately 25 miles north-northeast of 
Volk Field in Juneau County, Wisconsin (Figure 1).  Hardwood Range was established in 1955 
as an air-to-ground range for military units within operating distance of Volk Field.  The mission 
of Hardwood Range is “to provide for combat aircrews, through presentation of a variety of 
realistic target arrays, for air-to-ground weapons delivery” (ANG 2008a).   

Hardwood Range’s air-to-ground training operations are supported by overlying and adjacent 
airspace that encompasses airspace from approximately 120 nautical miles (NM) east over Lake 
Michigan to approximately 50 NM west of the range.  The airspace includes Restricted Area 
(R)-6904 complex, which is comprised of subareas R-6904A and R-6904, as well as Military 
Operating Areas (MOAs).  Figure 2 depicts this airspace. 

Both fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft use Hardwood Range for training purposes.  Hardwood 
Range also provides air-to-ground training opportunities to multiple units that deploy to Volk 
Field CRTC for annual training exercises, in addition to the units who accomplish local training 
events from their home station.  Table 1 lists origin location for the aircraft that typically use 
Hardwood Range. 

Table 1.  Users and Aircraft Types at Hardwood Range 

Unit Type Service Aircraft Location 
Distance 

(NM) 

115 FW1 Regular ANG F-16C/D Madison, Wisconsin 67 
133 AW1 Periodic ANG C-130H Minneapolis, Minnesota 160 
147 AV1 Periodic ARNG UH-60 Madison, Wisconsin 67 
934 AW1 Periodic AFRC C-130E Minneapolis, Minnesota 160 
132 FW Periodic ANG F-16C/D Des Moines, Iowa 225 
148 FW1 Periodic ANG F-16C/D Duluth, Minnesota 130 
114 FW Occasional ANG F-16C/D Sioux Falls, South Dakota 290 
CRTC Occasional Several Numerous Volk Field ANG, Wisconsin 18 

Note:  1.  Fly from home station. 
NM = nautical mile; FW = Fighter Wing; AW = Airlift Wing; AV = Aviation Battalion; ANG = Air National Guard; 
ARNG = Army National Guard; AFRC = Air Force Reserve Command; CRTC = Combat Readiness Training Center 
Source:  ANG 2007 
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Source:  ANG 2008b; United States Geological Survey (USGS) 2009; Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) 
1998 

Figure 1 
Regional Vicinity 
Hardwood Range 
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Source:  ANG 2008b 

Figure 2 
Installation Airspace 

Hardwood Range 
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The ANG initiated a Range Compatible Use Analysis (RCUA) at Hardwood Range to evaluate 
operations at the Range and to promote land use compatibility with the surrounding community.  
This initiative will provide recommendations to Range leadership regarding opportunities to 
minimize encroachment.  In addition, the study provides the information that can be used by 
Hardwood Range to engage and educate the surrounding communities regarding Range 
operations and the importance of maintaining a sustainable range in order to maintain mission 
readiness. 

The primary objectives of the RCUA initiative include the following: 

• Prevent or reduce public exposure to issues and noise associated with the Range; 

• Safeguard current and potential operational capabilities of the Range; 

• Promote compatible land use near the Range; 

• Promote community awareness of military operations and the RCUA; and 

• Establish communications and cooperative efforts with local, state, and regional 
authorities to minimize safety and noise impacts in the vicinity of the Range. 

RANGE COMPATIBILITY AREAS 

In order to analyze land use compatibility within the vicinity of Hardwood Range, Range 
Compatibility Areas (RCAs) have been created by combining Operational Zones, Flight Safety 
Zone, and Noise Exposure Areas (Figures 3 through 5).  These zones and areas were developed 
by analyzing aviation and ordnance delivery safety concerns and noise exposure that can be used 
to develop compatible land uses within these areas.  RCAs are not affected by the frequency of 
training operations but by the types of operations conducted within each zone.   

Operational Zones 

Operational Zone 1 - Operational Zone 1 encompasses the impact areas for ordnance delivery on 
the Range.  The boundary of the impact areas are calculated by delineating a 1,000-foot radius 
around each of the targets on the Range and combining these into discrete impact areas. 

Operational Zone 2 - Operational Zone 2 encompasses the minimum surface area needed to 
contain ordnance during air-to-ground weapons delivery training.  This zone is coincident with 
the Hardwood Range boundary (both air and land components of the Range).  This zone contains 
the composite of every weapons safety footprint that is employed at Hardwood Range and 
includes both the initial impact areas and any potential ricochet impacts.  The safety footprints 
are calculated using the newest hazard analysis “Weapons Danger Zone” (WDZ) tool.  This tool 
performs a safety risk assessment by calculating weapons impact probabilities using information 
specific to the type of weapon, the aircraft and delivery method, and the angle of entry.   
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Source:  ANG 2008b; USGS 2009; WDNR 1998 

Figure 3 
Operational Zones 
Hardwood Range 
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Source:  ANG 2008b; USGS 2009; WDNR 1998 

Figure 4 
Flight Safety Zone 
Hardwood Range 
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Source:  ANG 2008b; USGS 2009; WDNR 1998 

 

Figure 5 
Noise Contours 

Hardwood Range 
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Operational Zone 3 - This zone consists of a 5-NM radius around the center of each of the 
impact areas.  After the pilot has initially engaged the master arming switch, the pilot then resets 
the aircraft weapons delivery system such that to release a weapon would require a two-switch 
process until on final heading for the given attack.  Following an armed run-in, the short time it 
takes the pilot to switch from an armed status to a disarmed status (weapon’s release would 
require engagement of a two-switch process to release a weapon again), there is a greater risk for 
an inadvertent or unintentional weapon drop due to human error.  Operational Zone 3 represents 
the surface area that has the potential for weapons impact during this time period.  

Operational Zone 4 - This zone encompasses the flight tracks commonly used by aircraft for 
ingress and egress during run-ins for weapons delivery and flight training profiles at the Range.   

Flight Safety Zone 

This zone presents a higher flight safety risk due to the operational nature of the aircraft 
maneuvers that commonly take place within any Restricted Area.  This zone is defined by the 
lateral and vertical extents of R-6904 as well as a 1.5-NM buffer surrounding it (Figure 6).  
R-6904A and R-6904B, subareas of R-6904, are used by aircraft to maneuver into position for 
bombing patterns and simulated attacks on Hardwood Range’s weapons impact areas.  R-6904A 
surrounds the Range, while R-6904B lies directly over the Range and shares its lateral 
boundaries.  Restricted Areas are subject to restriction for flight of non-participating aircraft due 
to hazardous activities.  Entry into Restricted Areas without approval from the using or 
controlling agency is prohibited.   

Noise Exposure Areas 

A noise analysis addressing the potential for noise impacts as a result of aircraft activities at 
Hardwood Range was completed in 2005.  The model that has been used in the RCUA analysis 
is MR_NOISEMAP, which is the United States Air Force (USAF) standard aircraft noise model 
and is typically used to model noise associated using aircraft with fixed or limited run-in 
headings. 

Scientific studies and social surveys have been conducted to appraise community annoyance to 
all types of environmental noise.  Day-night average sound level (DNL) has been determined to 
be a reliable measure of community sensitivity to noise.  DNL has become a standard metric 
used by all federal agencies in the U.S. to quantify noise in military noise studies; the scientific 
community endorses the use of these metrics in land use planning. 

The average noise level over a 24-hour period does not ignore the louder single events.  When 
noise levels of two or more sources are added, the source with the lower noise level is dominated 
by the source with the higher noise level.  Thus, the combined noise level is usually only slightly 
higher than the noise level produced by the louder source.  However, it should be remembered 
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that an individual does not “hear” DNL and the use of this metric is intended for land use 
planning, not to describe what someone hears when a single event occurs.  Higher noise levels 
can be experienced beyond a contour line at a given point in time depending on temperature, 
wind, topography, and other factors. 

Another factor to consider in a noise analysis is that while DNL is scientifically and legally 
accepted for planning purposes, noise is heard based on single events (that is, the noise that is 
heard at a specific moment in time).  DNL is the accepted approach to noise analysis for 
planning purposes, but some consideration is also given to single event noises.  Sound Exposure 
Level (SEL) measures the sound made by a single aircraft at a particular point in time.  SEL is 
higher depending on speed of the overflying planes.  Because a home offers insulation from 
exterior sound, an outdoor SEL is about 20 to 30 dB higher than the SEL that is heard inside a 
typical home.  This is a consideration if outdoor public gathering places are near established 
flight paths. 

In most areas of the U.S., noise exposure is measured using DNL.  In 1992, the Federal 
Interagency Committee on Noise (FICON) examined noise analysis issues and refined land use 
compatibility guidelines based on the 1980 Federal Interagency Committee on Urban Noise 
(FICUN) guidelines.  The Department of Defense (DoD) and the USAF adopted this land use 
compatibility concept and fine-tuned these guidelines based on their standards and regulations.  
Using a DNL of 65 decibels (dB) as a starting level to assess noise impacts, land use 
compatibility is analyzed in 5 dB DNL increments.  For land use planning purposes, noise 
exposure is represented in the following subgroups: 

• <65 dB DNL 

• 65 to 70 dB DNL 

• 70 to 75 dB DNL 

• 75 to 80 dB DNL 

• >80 dB DNL 

Analysis of current flight operations identifies only a few small areas outside the Hardwood 
Range boundary above 65 dB DNL.  Noise areas less than 65 dB DNL may be defined where 
noise levels are considered to be compatible with existing land uses, but some degree of land use 
controls are recommended in order to protect the long term viability of the Range.  These areas 
align with critical ingress and egress corridors or areas under MOAs and Military Training 
Routes (MTRs) that provide participating aircraft access to the Range. 
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OTHER RANGE SAFETY CONCERNS 

Flight Obstruction Zone 

Hardwood Range has identified recommended height limitations for the construction of 
structures within the ingress and egress routes of the Range.  As aircraft approach and depart the 
Range, low-level flights are often required for weapons delivery and air combat training. 
Because aircraft approaches to the Range (ingress) are generally from the west, within a 5-NM 
radius around the western portion of Hardwood Range, a height restriction on any man-made 
structure greater than 75 feet is recommended.  In addition, R-6904A is included within the 
Flight Obstruction Zone since the airspace floor is low (150 feet) (Figure 6).  There would be no 
objection to structures taller than 75 feet being built in close proximity to an existing structure, 
with the restriction that the new structure did not exceed the height of the existing one.   

Bird/Wildlife Aircraft Strike Hazard 

Bird/Wildlife Aircraft Strike Hazard (BASH) exists on Hardwood Range and in the surrounding 
airspace due to resident and migratory bird species and other wildlife.  Daily and seasonal 
movements create hazardous conditions for aircraft due to a variety of natural features that attract 
wildlife.  Within the Range, the presence of forests and wetlands attract a variety of birds 
including migratory and residential waterfowl.  A small pond to the north of the observation 
tower has been known to attract migrant waterfowl while dense coniferous forests in the middle 
of the Range and near the northeast border attract American crows and other roosting bird 
species.  Surrounding the Range to the west are some agricultural fields, including soybean and 
corn that attract birds such as Canada geese and Sandhill cranes.  In addition, cranberry bogs, 
large lakes, wetlands, the Yellow River, and the Necedah National Wildlife Refuge (NWR) are 
all in close proximity to the Range and attract a variety of birds (ANG 2006). 

Volk Field and Hardwood Range have developed a BASH Plan to address these issues.  Aircrew 
entering the Range send Pilot Reports to the Range Control Officer (RCO) whenever hazardous 
bird concentrations are encountered.  In addition, altitude restrictions and time minimization are 
practiced when flying within habitats that attract birds.  The Bird Avoidance Model is used for 
long-range scheduling in order to predict concentration areas and times of activity.  The Avian 
Hazard Advisory System is a model that is also used to provide real-time advisories.  Carcasses 
of animals present on the Range are also cleared on a regular basis to minimize concentrations of 
carrion birds (ANG 2006).  In addition, Hardwood Range has developed a working relationship 
with the Wildlife Refuges in the area in order to avoid areas during peak times of migration.   
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Source:  ANG 2008b; USGS 2009; WDNR 1998 

Figure 6 
Flight Obstruction Zone 

Hardwood Range 
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Fire Safety 

While there are numerous ecological benefits of fire, public and firefighter safety are the first 
priority followed by the protection of critical mission resources and training opportunities.  
Hardwood Range has developed a Wildland Fire Management Plan that addresses these issues 
and describes the Range’s policies and procedures to wildland fire management.  The majority of 
the fires on Hardwood Range are prescribed burns intentionally set in order to reduce fuel loads 
and minimize the risk of accidental fires from air-to-ground training activities.  However, there 
are occasionally small fires that start as a result of mission activities (ANG n.d.).   

Hardwood Range has implemented several procedures to reduce the risk of wildland fires and 
minimize the resulting size of fires that do start.  The Range utilizes the National Fire Danger 
Rating System in order to forecast fire danger based on current and past weather conditions such 
as relative humidity, rainfall amounts, wind speed, etc.  When scheduling Range operations that 
have the potential to start wildfires, fire danger is considered prior to the mission.  In addition, 
the Range has a series of firebreaks around and within the Range that would help to contain fires 
(ANG n.d.).  Fire suppression equipment and qualified Range personnel are on-site at the Range 
in order to respond quickly to any fires.  In addition, the Range has agreements with the 
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources Forestry Division and the Township of Armenia to 
assist with fire suppression, if needed (Gonnering 2009). 

Range Compatibility Areas 

Each individual zone described above has unique characteristics associated with it.  However, it 
is apparent in Figure 7, which illustrates the composite overlay of all of the Operational Zones, 
the Flight Safety Zone, and the Noise Exposure Areas, that these zones are not mutually 
exclusive and overlap in several areas.  As a result, it is important to also analyze land use 
compatibility using the composite of these zones and their associated characteristics and at the 
point of overlap, employ the most restrictive and conservative characteristics for analysis.  
Combinations of overlapping zones were combined to create a unique RCA.  The resulting areas 
are depicted in Figure 8 and are utilized later in the land use compatibility analysis.  Table 2 
summarizes the RCAs in addition to the zones that comprise them.   
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Source:  ANG 2008b; USGS 2009; WDNR 1998 

Figure 7 
Overlays 

Hardwood Range 
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Source:  ANG 2008b; USGS 2009; WDNR 1998 

Figure 8 
Range Compatibility Areas 

Hardwood Range 
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Military Area of Influence  

The Military Area of Influence (MAI) is defined comprehensively as the entire area surrounding 
Hardwood Range that is impacted by Range operations, as defined by all the zones previously 
described (Figure 9).  This MAI will be used by the Range as a planning tool for future 
operations and land use compatibility considerations.  It is recommended that surrounding local 
governments and planning authorities use the MAI to create a planning area.  It is also 
recommended that the planning area would include a 1-mile buffer around the MAI and would 
be used to assist local governments with future planning efforts in order to ensure land use 
compatibility between the community and the military. 

LAND USE COMPATIBILITY 

The majority of the region surrounding Hardwood Range currently consists of sparsely populated 
rural areas dominated by agriculture, wetlands, forested areas, and open space.  In the context in 
which these land uses occur, they are considered to be compatible with the military mission at 
Hardwood Range.  However, a few land uses within the vicinity of Hardwood Range were 
identified to be incompatible with current mission activity.  The only residential areas within any 
of the identified zones are the towns of Finley and Babcock, which are located within 
Operational Zone 3 and are primarily comprised of low-density housing.  In addition, two private 
airfields and a local community church are located within Operational Zone 3 and the Flight 
Safety Zone.    

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The objectives of the Hardwood RCUA can be accomplished through active participation by 
ANG, local governments, and private citizens.  For a successful program to be implemented, the 
following actions will be needed: 

Local Counties and Municipalities 

• Engage in cooperative initiatives and planning between counties and local communities; 

• Promote consistent standards among local governments; 

• Enact guidelines to guide growth in areas unprotected from growth including expanding 
land use controls to incorporated and unincorporated areas adjacent to Hardwood Range; 

• Adopt the RCAs as a formally designated geographic planning area within the region; 
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Source:  ANG 2008b; USGS 2009; WDNR 1998 

Figure 9 
Military Area of Influence 

Hardwood Range 
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• Adopt and enact local policies promoting disclosure of military operational activities 
prior to land transactions and development or sale of property in the vicinity of 
Hardwood Range, specifically the RCAs; and 

• Incorporate noise attenuation measures and recommendations into the design and 
construction of future developments in areas that are exposed to noise levels greater than 
65 dB DNL. 

Hardwood Range 

• Maintain an RCUA Point-of-Contact (POC) to interface with the local community on all 
related land use and development issues surrounding the Range; 

• Identify and maintain a Community Planning and Liaison Officer that would facilitate 
community outreach efforts. 

• Begin informal discussions with eligible potential parties that have an interest in the 
acquisition and/or preservation of high value agricultural and natural resources lands 
located within the areas of concern; 

• Investigate and pursue partnerships with federal and state of Wisconsin conservation 
programs and sponsors; 

• Collaborate with local counties and municipalities to implement a policy of real estate 
disclosure for all sales and transactions within the RCAs; 

• Establish an MAI identifying military operations; 

• Assist the community in their development of a planning area based on the result of the 
RCUA; 

• Work with neighboring counties to adopt the concept of the RCAs as a formally 
designated geographic planning area within the region; 

• Produce maps for public distribution depicting areas of military operations and high 
noise, safety concerns, and other land use compatibility issues; 
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• Develop and maintain a user friendly web page, as appropriate, to keep the general public 
aware of high noise areas, safety concerns, and other land use compatibility issues; and 

• Form a committee with local civilian membership to discuss air operations and review 
annually any noise complaints or other concerns.  
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